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John T. John T. BruerBruer
Scholar in Scholar in cognitivistcognitivist approaches to approaches to 
human learning and instruction.human learning and instruction.
His argument refers to cognitive science His argument refers to cognitive science 
with regard to the human brain serving as with regard to the human brain serving as 
a basis for the development of learning a basis for the development of learning 
and instruction.and instruction.
Teachers need to look at Teachers need to look at praticalpratical, , 
established examples of how cognitive established examples of how cognitive 
science may be applied to the classroom science may be applied to the classroom 
setting.setting.



He reviewed:He reviewed:

Literature on what Literature on what 
is known about the is known about the 
human brain human brain 
development development 
through research through research 
done on done on 
neurological neurological 
development of the development of the 
brain from infancybrain from infancy--
adulthood.adulthood.



Neuroscience vs. Education Neuroscience vs. Education 
argument!argument!

The process of The process of 
““synaptogenesissynaptogenesis”” –– rapid rapid 
growth of synapses that growth of synapses that 
connect neurons in the connect neurons in the 
brain.brain.
Though cognitive Though cognitive 
psychology, a behavioral psychology, a behavioral 
science is making science is making 
important contributions to important contributions to 
the field of education, he the field of education, he 
argues that we should not argues that we should not 
draw highly speculative draw highly speculative 
educational conclusions educational conclusions 
and recommendations and recommendations 
from what is known about from what is known about 
this process.this process.



Fascination with brain science:Fascination with brain science:
Unfortunately, neuroscience has little to Unfortunately, neuroscience has little to 
offer teachers in terms of informing offer teachers in terms of informing 
classroom practicesclassroom practices
However, science of the mind, cognitive However, science of the mind, cognitive 
science, serves as a basis for the science, serves as a basis for the 
development towards applied science of development towards applied science of 
learning and instruction.learning and instruction.
Over the past year, numerous books, Over the past year, numerous books, 
journal articles, studies, and stories have journal articles, studies, and stories have 
brought light to our understanding of brought light to our understanding of 
brain development and neural function brain development and neural function 
which could revolutionize educational which could revolutionize educational 
practices.practices.



About this article:About this article:

Examines the results, interpretations, and Examines the results, interpretations, and 
conclusions: neuroscience vs. education conclusions: neuroscience vs. education 
argumentargument-- failed.failed.
Two shorter bridges that indirectly link Two shorter bridges that indirectly link 
brain function with educational practices: brain function with educational practices: 
between education & cognitive psychology between education & cognitive psychology 
and between cognitive psychology and and between cognitive psychology and 
neuroscience.neuroscience.
Newer bridge: seeing how mental Newer bridge: seeing how mental 
functions map onto brain structures.functions map onto brain structures.
Cognitive psychology provides the only Cognitive psychology provides the only 
firm ground to anchor these bridges!firm ground to anchor these bridges!



In depth Neuroscience and In depth Neuroscience and 
Educational argument:Educational argument:

FirstFirst-- infancy continuing into childhood: infancy continuing into childhood: 
dramatic increase in the # of synapses dramatic increase in the # of synapses 
that connect neurons in the brain.that connect neurons in the brain.
This proliferation(synaptogenesis) is This proliferation(synaptogenesis) is 
followed by synaptic eliminationfollowed by synaptic elimination
SecondSecond-- experienceexperience--dependent critical dependent critical 
periods in the development of sensory and periods in the development of sensory and 
motor systems.motor systems.
ThirdThird-- environments cause new synapses environments cause new synapses 
to to form.(testedform.(tested in rats)in rats)



Argument is as followsArgument is as follows……..
Up to age 10, a child's brain contains Up to age 10, a child's brain contains 
more synapses than at any other time in more synapses than at any other time in 
their lives!their lives!
Childhood experiences reinforce and Childhood experiences reinforce and 
maintain used synapses while unused maintain used synapses while unused 
ones are snipped away.ones are snipped away.
Therefore, this period is critical in a childTherefore, this period is critical in a child’’s s 
cognitive development.cognitive development.
““With the right input at the right time With the right input at the right time 
almost anything is possible!almost anything is possible!””



““Is the earlier really the better?Is the earlier really the better?””
The claim that children are capable of The claim that children are capable of 
learning more at a very early age, when learning more at a very early age, when 
they have excess synapses and peak brain they have excess synapses and peak brain 
activityactivity
Other articles state that children begin the Other articles state that children begin the 
study of language, music, logic and study of language, music, logic and 
advanced mathematics as early as advanced mathematics as early as 
possible.(3possible.(3--4)4)
““Golden opportunity to mold a childGolden opportunity to mold a child’’s s 
brainbrain””-- when brain activity is high, when brain activity is high, 
excellent time to foster a love of learningexcellent time to foster a love of learning



Head start programs and Carnegie Head start programs and Carnegie 
Task Force evidence:Task Force evidence:

Head Start programs fail to improve Head Start programs fail to improve 
childrenchildren’’s IQ because they begin too late s IQ because they begin too late 
in their critical learning period.in their critical learning period.
The Carnegie Task Force report, The Carnegie Task Force report, Years of Years of 
Promise, Promise, identified the years 3identified the years 3--10 as a 10 as a 
critical period in child developmentcritical period in child development……not not 
many references for the hundreds of many references for the hundreds of 
citationscitations……
Results: We cannot look to neuroscience Results: We cannot look to neuroscience 
as a guide to improved educational as a guide to improved educational 
practice and policy.practice and policy.



SynaptogenesisSynaptogenesis

The process of synaptic proliferationThe process of synaptic proliferation
Neonates (infant) brains begin to form Neonates (infant) brains begin to form 
synapses far in excess to adult levels.synapses far in excess to adult levels.
The mature nervous system has fewer The mature nervous system has fewer 
synaptic connections than were present synaptic connections than were present 
during the developmental peak.during the developmental peak.
Most of what we know of Most of what we know of synaptogenesissynaptogenesis
and synaptic pruning comes from animal and synaptic pruning comes from animal 
research.research.



Unlike in animalsUnlike in animals……..
•• Changes in the number of synapses per neuron Changes in the number of synapses per neuron 

or changes in synaptic density in our species or changes in synaptic density in our species 
occurs in various areas of the brain.occurs in various areas of the brain.

•• Occurs very early in human visual cortexOccurs very early in human visual cortex
•• In frontal cortex, synaptic densities do not In frontal cortex, synaptic densities do not 

stabilize until midstabilize until mid--to late adolescence. Brain area to late adolescence. Brain area 
responsible for planning, integrating info, and responsible for planning, integrating info, and 
maintaining executive control of cognitive maintaining executive control of cognitive 
functions.functions.

•• Therefore, what neuroscientist know about Therefore, what neuroscientist know about 
synaptogenesissynaptogenesis does not support a claim that 0does not support a claim that 0--3 3 
is a critical period for humans.is a critical period for humans.



Developmental Milestones of Developmental Milestones of 
SynaptogenesisSynaptogenesis::

2 months2 months-- human infants start to lose human infants start to lose 
their innate, infantile reflexestheir innate, infantile reflexes
3 months3 months-- infants can reach for an object infants can reach for an object 
while visually fixating on it (visual cortex)while visually fixating on it (visual cortex)
44--5 months5 months-- visual capacities increasevisual capacities increase
8 months8 months-- perform working memory tasksperform working memory tasks
1818--24 months24 months-- synaptogenesissynaptogenesis has has 
peaked in the visual cortex, children start peaked in the visual cortex, children start 
use symbols, speak in sentences, and use symbols, speak in sentences, and 
show spurts in acquiring show spurts in acquiring vocabvocab. . 



Educators should knowEducators should know……
Increases in synaptic density are correlated with Increases in synaptic density are correlated with 
the initial emergence of skills and capacitiesthe initial emergence of skills and capacities
Some other form of brain maturation or change Some other form of brain maturation or change 
must contribute to this ongoing developmentmust contribute to this ongoing development
The development of these capacities support The development of these capacities support 
future learning yet give little support about what future learning yet give little support about what 
kinds of early childhood, preschool, or learning kinds of early childhood, preschool, or learning 
experiences might enhance childrenexperiences might enhance children’’s cognitive s cognitive 
capabilities or educational outcomes.capabilities or educational outcomes.
““We simply do not know enough about how the We simply do not know enough about how the 
brain works to draw educational implications from brain works to draw educational implications from 
changes in synaptic morphologychanges in synaptic morphology””~ ~ BruerBruer



How brain structure supports How brain structure supports 
cognitive function:cognitive function:

1:Connection of educational practice 1:Connection of educational practice 
with cognitive psychology 2:cognitive with cognitive psychology 2:cognitive 
psychology with brain science.psychology with brain science.
Cognitive psychologyCognitive psychology-- study of mind study of mind 
and mental function that underlie and mental function that underlie 
observed behavior; the basic science observed behavior; the basic science 
of learning and teaching.of learning and teaching.
Examples: word recognition & Examples: word recognition & 
grammatical processinggrammatical processing



Brain imaging technologies:Brain imaging technologies:
Positron Emission Positron Emission Tomography(PETTomography(PET))-- measures measures 
changes in cerebral blood flow, oxygen changes in cerebral blood flow, oxygen 
utilization, and glucose utilization linked to neural utilization, and glucose utilization linked to neural 
activity.activity.
Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRIfMRI))--
measures changes in the ratio of oxygenated and measures changes in the ratio of oxygenated and 
deoxygenated hemoglobindeoxygenated hemoglobin
These methods allow us to see cognitive task These methods allow us to see cognitive task 
change brain activitychange brain activity
Therefore, help us localize areas of brain activity Therefore, help us localize areas of brain activity 
that underlie the various cognitive componentsthat underlie the various cognitive components



2 examples on how cognitive psychology link 2 examples on how cognitive psychology link 
educational questions with cognitive neuroscience:educational questions with cognitive neuroscience:

Educational problem: learning elementary school Educational problem: learning elementary school 
arithmeticarithmetic-- ability to do numerical comparisons is ability to do numerical comparisons is 
an acquired skillan acquired skill
Field of cognitive neuroscience: conducted a Field of cognitive neuroscience: conducted a 
series of brainseries of brain--recording experiments to trace recording experiments to trace 
neural circuitry involved in making such neural circuitry involved in making such 
comparisonscomparisons
These examples show: there is no way we could These examples show: there is no way we could 
understand how the brain processes numbers by understand how the brain processes numbers by 
looking at childrenlooking at children’’s classroom or math curricula s classroom or math curricula 
and be able to design a math curricula based on and be able to design a math curricula based on 
the results.the results.



What it does show:What it does show:

Possibilities of being able to see how Possibilities of being able to see how 
learning and instruction alter brain learning and instruction alter brain 
activity, and compare these learning activity, and compare these learning 
related changes in normal versus related changes in normal versus 
special learning populations.special learning populations.
Also, help us to develop better Also, help us to develop better 
instructional interventions to address instructional interventions to address 
specific learning problemsspecific learning problems



In conclusionIn conclusion……....

Though neuroscience has discovered Though neuroscience has discovered 
a great deal of info. about neurons a great deal of info. about neurons 
and synapses, it is still not enough to and synapses, it is still not enough to 
guide educational practices.guide educational practices.
Cognitive psychology is a better bet Cognitive psychology is a better bet 
in regards to basic science help to in regards to basic science help to 
guide educational practice & policy.guide educational practice & policy.
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